MIT-France Seed Fund
The frontiers of knowledge & technology now stretch around the world.

MISTI Global Seed Funds
MISTI offers seed funds to MIT faculty and researchers to support early-stage international projects and collaboration. MISTI Global Seed Funds includes a general fund for projects in any country and several country funds with their own requirements. Applicants are encouraged to involve MIT undergraduate and graduate students in their projects.

- Deadline in September
- Results announced in December

The MIT-France Seed Fund supports budding research collaborations between faculty and research scientists at MIT and their counterparts in France.

- For collaboration with universities and research laboratories in France
- French colleague(s) must be identified in the proposal
- Priority given to projects that propose a balanced exchange between MIT and France and demonstrate complementarity between the two teams
- Maximum award: $30,000

mit.edu/misti/mit-france/faculty/seed.html